
Review Unit 11 – America at the 
end of the 20th Century 



• Becomes President after Nixon resigns; 
pardoning Nixon and fighting economic 
challenges hurt his effort to be elected 
Prez in 1976 

 



Gerald Ford 

• Becomes President after Nixon resigns; 
pardoning Nixon and fighting economic 
challenges hurt his effort to be elected Prez 
in 1976 

 



• Gas shortages add  to effects of 
massive spending on Vietnam and 
entitlement programs to lead to this 
economic issue, which dogged Ford 
 



inflation 

• Gas shortages add  to effects of massive 
spending on Vietnam and entitlement 
programs to lead to this economic issue, 
which dogged Ford 



• Winner of the 1976 presidential election 
based on the theme of “trust”.  His idealistic 
approach to the presidency ran into trouble 
as the economy continued to struggle, and 
foreign crises expanded a “crisis of 
confidence” in America 

 



Jimmy Carter 

• Winner of the 1976 presidential election 
based on the theme of “trust”.  His idealistic 
approach to the presidency ran into trouble 
as the economy continued to struggle, and 
foreign crises expanded a “crisis of 
confidence” in America 



• Policies designed to assist minorities in 
employment, business contracts, and college 
application processes; liberal supporters say 
it makes up for past wrongs; conservative 
critics call it reverse discrimination 

 



Affirmative Action 

• Policies designed to assist minorities in 
employment, business contracts, and college 
application processes; liberal supporters say 
it makes up for past wrongs; conservative 
critics call it reverse discrimination 



• Region of industrial sectors in the upper 
Midwest and lower Northeast; loss of jobs 
and shrinking economic opportunity sees 
many blue collar voters there begin to shift 
allegiances to conservative ideals and 
Republican candidates** 

 



“Rustbelt” 

• Region of industrial sectors in the upper 
Midwest and lower Northeast; loss of jobs 
and shrinking economic opportunity sees 
many blue collar voters there begin to shift 
allegiances to conservative ideals and  
Republican candidates** 



• A more militant protest group that saw 
government efforts to improve life on the 
reservations as too little and too late; their 
protests turned violent at Wounded Knee in 
1973 

 



American Indian Movement 

• A more militant protest group 
that saw government efforts to 
improve life on the reservations 
as too little and too late; their 
protests turned violent at 
Wounded Knee in 1973 



• Of all the places where court ordered busing 
to integrate schools occurred in the 1970’s, 
the strongest negative reactions occurred 
here 

 



Boston 1974 

• Of all the places where court ordered busing 
to integrate schools occurred in the 1970’s, 
the strongest negative reactions occurred 
here 



• Activism for equal rights to equal access to 
facilities in the 60’s and 70’s resulted to this 
legal achievement in 1990, which banned 
discrimination in employment, 
transportation, public education, and 
telecommunications  

 



American with Disabilities Act 1990 

• Activism for equal rights to equal access to 
facilities in the 60’s and 70’s resulted to this 
legal achievement in 1990, which banned 
discrimination in employment, 
transportation, public education, and 
telecommunications  



• A near meltdown of a nuclear reactor here 
outside of Harrisburg, PA did result in some 
radioactive leakage, and an expanded debate 
about the safety issues at nuclear power 
plants 

 



Three Mile Island 

• A near meltdown of a nuclear reactor here 
outside of Harrisburg, PA did result in some 
radioactive leakage, and an expanded debate 
about the safety issues at nuclear power 
plants 



• Angry militant students seize the US embassy 
and hold 53 Americans hostage for over 400 
days; this event reinforced the idea of a 
“Vietnam hangover”, and greatly hurt Jimmy 
Carter’s reelection chances 

 



Iran Hostage Crisis 

• Angry militant students seize the US embassy 
and hold 53 Americans hostage for over 400 
days; this event reinforced the idea of a 
“Vietnam hangover”, and greatly hurt Jimmy 
Carter’s reelection chances 



• Upstate New York site where an entire 
community was forced to leave after huge 
increases in illnesses like nerve damage, 
blood disorders, cancer, and birth defects 
was attributed to long time toxic dumping 
from local businesses 

 



Love Canal 

• Upstate New York site where an entire 
community was forced to leave after huge 
increases in illnesses like nerve damage, 
blood disorders, cancer, and birth defects 
was attributed to long time toxic dumping 
from local businesses 



• Someone who believe in a smaller role for 
the national government when it comes to 
economic decisions, but a larger role to 
enforce “law and order” and in addressing 
moral concerns like abortion, drugs, crime, 
and obscenity 

 



conservative 

• Someone who believe in a smaller role for 
the national government when it comes to 
economic decisions, but a larger role to 
enforce “law and order” and in addressing 
moral concerns like abortion, drugs, crime, 
and obscenity 



• Conservative political group whose politics 
was informed by deeply-held Christian 
beliefs; founded by evangelical preachers 
with large TV audiences who backed 
conservative candidates for local and 
national office 

 



“Moral Majority” 

• Conservative political group whose politics 
was informed by deeply-held Christian 
beliefs; founded by evangelical preachers 
with large TV audiences who backed 
conservative candidates for local and 
national office 



• Region where arms manufacturing is 
responsible for many jobs; higher levels of 
Protestant evangelical beliefs combined with 
the previous make it more conservative 

 



“Sun Belt” 

• Region where arms manufacturing is 
responsible for many jobs; higher levels of 
Protestant evangelical beliefs combined with 
the previous make it more conservative 



• They believe in a larger role for government 
in economics to “level the playing field” and 
provide more opportunities for those with 
less wealth; they want less of a government 
role in social issues, favoring personal 
freedom on issues like privacy and speech 

 



liberal 

• They believe in a larger role for government 
in economics to “level the playing field” and 
provide more opportunities for those with 
less wealth; they want less of a government 
role in social issues, favoring personal 
freedom on issues like privacy and speech 



• Hugely influential Protestant televangelist 
who motivated a religious revival throughout 
the latter 20th century 

 



Billy Graham 

• Hugely influential Protestant televangelist 
who motivated a religious revival throughout 
the latter 20th century 



• Conservatives like this governmental 
approach to business which relaxes rules and 
restrictions; liberals don’t like it, saying it 
leaves workers, consumers, and average 
people at risk 

 



deregulation 

• Conservatives like this governmental 
approach to business which relaxes rules and 
restrictions; liberals don’t like it, saying it 
leaves workers, consumers, and average 
people at risk 



• Tax cuts on businesses and the wealthy and 
deregulation are the two main approaches of 
this economic theory 

 



“Supply-Side” economics / “Reaganomics” 

• Tax cuts on businesses and the wealthy and 
deregulation are the two main approaches of 
this economic theory 



• Providing aid to anti-communist guerillas in 
places like Nicaragua and Afghanistan was 
part of this Cold War plan in the 80’s 

 



“Reagan Doctrine” 

• Providing aid to anti-communist guerillas in 
places like Nicaragua and Afghanistan was 
part of this Cold War plan in the 80’s 



• When the government spends more and 
takes in less revenue, these grow – like they 
did significantly in the 70’s and 80’s, with a 
slowdown in their growth in the 90’s 

 



Deficits / Debt 

• When the government spends more and 
takes in less revenue, these grow – like they 
did significantly in the 70’s and 80’s, with a 
slowdown in their growth in the 90’s 



• Reagan rhetoric designed to heat up Cold 
War competition, and to justify a major 
uptick in US military spending, which 
supporters of Reagan claim was a big reason 
why the USSR collapses in 1991 

 



“Evil Empire”  

• Reagan rhetoric designed to heat up Cold 
War competition, and to justify a major 
uptick in US military spending, which 
supporters of Reagan claim was a big reason 
why the USSR collapses in 1991 



• Anti-Soviet rebels in Afghanistan who came 
from across the Islamic world to fight a 
guerilla war against forces from the USSR – 
US Presidents Carter and Reagan provide 
them much military aid - some of them will 
not remain very friendly with the US in the 
decades to follow… 

 



Mujahadeen 

• Anti-Soviet rebels in Afghanistan who came 
from across the Islamic world to fight a 
guerilla war against forces from the USSR – 
US Presidents Carter and Reagan provide 
them much military aid - some of them will 
not remain very friendly with the US in the 
decades to follow… 



• The US military plans to use laser-armed 
satellites and “defensive shields” to protect 
against Soviet weapons, and to entice the 
Soviets to spend more trying to keep up with 
US technological advances… maybe more on 
paper than real, but the Ruskies didn’t know 
that… 

 



“Star Wars” / SDI 

• The US military plans to use laser-armed 
satellites and “defensive shields” to protect 
against Soviet weapons, and to entice the 
Soviets to spend more trying to keep up with US 
technological advances… maybe more on paper 
than real, but the Ruskies didn’t know that… 



• 1969 clash between Greenwich Village 
LGBTQs and gay rights activists and NYC 
police – some mark it as a beginning of a 
national movement to respect the rights to 
sexual orientation 

 



“Stonewall Riot” 

• 1969 clash between Greenwich Village 
LGBTQs and gay rights activists and NYC 
police – some mark it as a beginning of a 
national movement to respect the rights to 
sexual orientation 



• Anti-communist guerillas in Nicaragua who 
got aid from the Reagan administration – 
some of it illegally given, leading to the 
biggest scandal of the Reagan years 

 



The “Contras” 

• Anti-communist guerillas in Nicaragua who 
got aid from the Reagan administration – 
some of it illegally given, leading to the 
biggest scandal of the Reagan years 



• Critics of Ronald Reagan and conservatives in 
Congress suggest they at best ignored, or 
worse didn’t care, about funding research 
and programs to address this health crisis in 
the 80’s – at worst, some suggest 
homophobia drove lack of action on this 

 



AIDS 

• Critics of Ronald Reagan and conservatives in 
Congress suggest they at best ignored, or 
worse didn’t care, about funding research 
and programs to address this health crisis in 
the 80’s – at worst, some suggest 
homophobia drove lack of action on this 



• Brutal crackdown on pro-democracy protests 
in the heart of Beijing, China in 1989; new 
satellite communications got video footage 
of the event out to the world, although to 
this day the Chinese government insists it 
never happened  

 



Tiananmen Square massacre 

• Brutal crackdown on pro-democracy protests 
in the heart of Beijing, China in 1989; new 
satellite communications got video footage 
of the event out to the world, although to 
this day the Chinese government insists it 
never happened  



• Reagan Vice President who as President 
waged war in Panama and Iraq to promote 
his ideas of blocking aggression of dictators – 
an economic recession in 1992 and race 
issues proved untimely as he ran for 
reelection   

 



George H W Bush 

• Reagan Vice President who as President 
waged war in Panama and Iraq to promote 
his ideas of blocking aggression of dictators – 
an economic recession in 1992 and race 
issues proved untimely as he ran for 
reelection   



• George H W Bush’s outline of goals for the 
role of the US in the world after the end of 
the Cold War, including combatting 
international aggression, international 
cooperation to deal with rouge leaders, 
promoting free trade, and helping post-
Soviet Russia onto becoming a democracy  

 



“New World Order” 

• George H W Bush’s outline of goals for the 
role of the US in the world after the end of 
the Cold War, including combatting 
international aggression, international 
cooperation to deal with rouge leaders, 
promoting free trade, and helping post-
Soviet Russia onto becoming a democracy  



• An invasion of Kuwait by Iraqi leader Saddam 
Hussein, and the fear of his efforts to 
monopolize access to oil in the region, led to 
this clash where HW Bush formed and led an 
international military coalition in 1991 

 



Persian Gulf War 

• An invasion of Kuwait by Iraqi leader Saddam 
Hussein, and the fear of his efforts to 
monopolize access to oil in the region, led to 
this clash where HW Bush formed and led an 
international military coalition in 1991 



• Sparked by a not-guilty verdict on cops 
accused of brutality against an African-
American, and fueled by underlying 
economic troubles and systemic challenges in 
the area, and played a role in deciding the 
1992 presidential election 

 



LA Riots 1992 

• Sparked by a not-guilty verdict on cops 
accused of brutality against an African-
American, and fueled by underlying 
economic troubles and systemic challenges in 
the area, and played a role in deciding the 
1992 presidential election 



• This Arkansas governor seemed a long-shot 
when he 1st announced his run for president; 
his political skills, and economic and political 
events of 1992 saw him withstand scandals 
and become president for most of the 1990’s 

 



Bill Clinton 

• This Arkansas governor seemed a long-shot 
when he 1st announced his run for president; 
his political skills, and economic and political 
events of 1992 saw him withstand scandals 
and become president for most of the 1990’s 



• Another candidate in 1992; this Texas 
billionaire said DC was dysfunctional and 
needed an outsider businessman to set it 
right; while he did not win, his participation 
may have played an important role in how 
the election turned out  



H Ross Perot 

• Another candidate in 1992; this Texas 
billionaire said DC was dysfunctional and 
needed an outsider businessman to set it 
right; while he did not win, his participation 
may have played an important role in how 
the election turned out  

 



• In 1990, this new method of communication 
involved groundbreaking technology that 
sparked a early-mid 90’s “boom”, but a late 
90’s / early 00’s “bust” – it totally shapes our 
world today, and going forward… 

 



World Wide Web 

• In 1990, this new method of communication 
involved groundbreaking technology that 
sparked a early-mid 90’s “boom”, but a late 
90’s / early 00’s “bust” – it totally shapes our 
world today, and going forward… 



• Looked to play an unprecedented role, and 
became a flashpoint for liberal support and 
conservative ire… and will continue to be for 
years to follow 

 



Hillary Rodham Clinton 

• Looked to play an unprecedented role, and 
became a flashpoint for liberal support and 
conservative ire… and will continue to be for 
years to follow 



• The 1st major initiative of the Clinton 
presidency, to reform and provide more 
government direction; Bill let Hillary take the 
point position on this – it fails and spells 
political problems for Democrats in Congress 
in 1994 

 



healthcare 

• The 1st major initiative of the Clinton 
presidency, to reform and provide more 
government direction; Bill let Hillary take the 
point position on this – it fails and spells 
political problems for Democrats in Congress 
in 1994 



• His 80’s and 90’s work that revolutionized 
operating systems for personal computers 
made him a billionaire, and his company a 
leading player in the “dot-com” boom, and in 
personal and business computing in the late 
20th / early 21st centuries 

 



Bill Gates 

• His 80’s and 90’s work that revolutionized 
operating systems for personal computers made 
him a billionaire, and his company a leading 
player in the “dot-com” boom, and in personal 
and business computing in the late 20th / early 
21st centuries 



• California region that became the heart of 
technological innovation in the computing 
and satellite communications revolution of 
the latter 20th century, and still is today 

 



Silicon Valley 

• California region that became the heart of 
technological innovation in the computing 
and satellite communications revolution of 
the latter 20th century, and still is today 



• Perhaps the most powerful interest group – 
huge sums of money and large numbers of 
lobbyists look to enforce its will to stop any 
challenges to its view of the 2nd Amendment 

 



National Rifle Association (NRA) 

• Perhaps the most powerful interest group – 
huge sums of money and large numbers of 
lobbyists look to enforce its will to stop any 
challenges to its view of the 2nd Amendment 



• Motivated by the desire to combat acts of 
genocide, and perhaps by feelings of guilt for 
not acting in Rwanda, Clinton uses US 
military intervention and leads an 
international coalition to negotiate a 
settlement to war here in 1995 

 



Bosnia 

• Motivated by the desire to combat acts of 
genocide, and perhaps by feelings of guilt for 
not acting in Rwanda, Clinton uses US 
military intervention and leads an 
international coalition to negotiate a 
settlement to war here in 1995 



• A sex scandal and questions of a cover-up led 
to this House accusation and Senate trial, and 
the undoubtedly low point of bitter partisan 
politics in the late 1990’s… 

 



Clinton impeachment 

• A sex scandal and questions of a cover-up led 
to this House accusation and Senate trial, and 
the undoubtedly low point of bitter partisan 
politics in the late 1990’s… 



• The process of technological innovations 
leading to revolutions in information, 
communication, trade and cultural 
interactions that blur national boundaries 
and foster greater international 
interconnectedness, with positive and 
negative effects, depending on your view… 

 



“Globalization” 

• The process of technological innovations 
leading to revolutions in information, 
communication, trade and cultural 
interactions that blur national boundaries 
and foster greater international 
interconnectedness, with positive and 
negative effects, depending on your view… 



• The effects of increased dependence on fossil 
fuels, and a source of liberal / conservative 
beef around how much regulation should 
government engage in to deal with it 

 



Global Warming 

• The effects of increased dependence on fossil 
fuels, and a source of liberal / conservative 
beef around how much regulation should 
government engage in to deal with it 



• An international economic agreement 1st 
promoted by HW Bush and pushed for and 
ratified under Bill Clinton; supporters suggest 
its benefits in expanding markets to US 
goods; critics, especially in the “Rustbelt”, 
criticize the outsourcing of US jobs as a result 
of it 

 



North American Free Trade 
Agreement (NAFTA) 

• An international economic agreement 1st 
promoted by HW Bush and pushed for and 
ratified under Bill Clinton; supporters suggest its 
benefits in expanding markets to US goods; 
critics, especially in the “Rustbelt”, criticize the 
outsourcing of US jobs as a result of it 



• This visionary businessman drove his 
company to revolutionize personal 
computing in the 80’s, and how we 
communicate and entertain ourselves in the 
90’s and beyond 

 



Steve Jobs 

• This visionary businessman drove his 
company to revolutionize personal 
computing in the 80’s, and how we 
communicate and entertain ourselves in the 
90’s and beyond 



• This Texas governor and “compassionate 
conservative” campaigned on the idea of 
bringing moral leadership back to DC, and on 
renewing some of the supply-side economic 
policies of the Reagan years 



George W Bush 

• This Texas governor and “compassionate 
conservative” campaigned on the idea of 
bringing moral leadership back to DC, and on 
renewing some of the supply-side economic 
policies of the Reagan years 

 



• It put an end to the month-long fights over 
voter recounts and disputed ballots on the 
2000 election; by a 5-4 vote, it officially gave 
George W Bush the presidency 



Supreme Court 

• It put an end to the month-long fights over 
voter recounts and disputed ballots on the 
2000 election; by a 5-4 vote, it officially gave 
George W Bush the presidency 

 


